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EXACTMD.COM CONTINUES RAPID GROWTH, WELCOMES VFORCE STAFFING 

SOLUTIONS TO CLIENTELE FAMILY  
ExactMD.com provides intuitive, powerful healthcare talent acquisition tool for recruiting staffs and physicians    
 
 
FRISCO, Texas – ExactMD.com, the recently launched online talent-acquisition and recruiting platform, today announced continued 
growth within the healthcare industry as the organization welcomes VForce Staffing Solutions to its growing clientele family.  
 
The announcement comes amidst continual market expansion and development for ExactMD.com, which has seen thousands of 
individual physicians utilize its service resulting in more than 18,000 opportunity listings and more than 21,000 physician matches 
since launching in August 2015. VForce Staffing, with more than 25 years of experience in the recruiting industry, operates 14 
locations with more than 400 employees and will utilize ExactMD.com for its ongoing staffing needs.  
 
“We needed to connect with a professional site that is dedicated to the physiatrists, family doctors and hospitals our company 
targets,” said Deborah Grimes, VForce Staffing Recruiting Specialist. “ExactMD.com is a lifesaver. The results have been an 
absolute success and generated exact matches for our hard-to-fill positions. Thanks to ExactMD.com, we are well on our way to 
becoming a formidable force in the healthcare staffing industry. I can hardly wait to see what’s next.”  
 
Since launching last year, numerous clinics, groups, agencies and hospitals from across the U.S., including the Sutter Gould 
Medical Foundation, Arizona Pain Treatment Centers and Delta Companies, have signed up for ExactMD.com’s robust matching 
system to fulfill their expanding recruiting needs. The innovative software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform is specifically built and 
tailored to provide accurate and exact opportunity matches to career-seeking physicians within a seamless user-friendly 
environment to fit their needs and lifestyle.  
 
“The ExactMD.com family is thrilled about our rapid growth within the industry,” said Steven Heath, founder and CEO of 
ExactMD.com. “Welcoming teams like VForce Staffing Solutions is evidence of the value ExactMD.com and its system provides 
both physicians and our recruiting partners. We look forward to working with VForce Staffing Solutions to provide the exact 
recruiting matches their team needs moving forward.”  
 
ExactMD.com is provided free of charge to all physicians while simultaneously setting the industry standard with its intuitive 
interface and powerful matching capabilities built for modern healthcare recruiting professionals. Through its industry-leading user 
dashboard, ExactMD.com brings recruiting staffs a powerful tool to easily identify matching candidates to fill open positions while 
organizing all matches into a single, intuitive interface.  
 
Unlike traditional job-posting websites, the matching system powering ExactMD.com collects pertinent and detailed information for 
each individual physician through a seamless step-by-step process. Physicians are provided the capability to build multiple unique 
search profiles, which then are matched by ExactMD.com’s proprietary algorithms to connect the candidate to open positions that 
meet their specific needs, qualifications and desired practice.   
  
Functioning much like an online dating service, ExactMD.com automatically categorizes and organizes potential opportunities based 
on the strength of matches between the hiring authority and the physician’s profiles and searches. Physicians may then express 
interest in openings or apply with a single click. Physicians also have the capability to save individual positions and take advantage 
of advanced search settings. 
 
ExactMD.com was created and developed by Acculent, Inc. to better match physicians with their ideal opportunity while 
simultaneously providing a more efficient and effective process for hiring agencies to source interested, qualified and available 
talent. Through leveraging the non-linear, better results through better data, approach to healthcare staffing available at 
ExactMD.com, candidates and hiring professional can expect a better overall experience. 
 
For more information regarding the job matching software and to view tutorial videos, read user testimonials or sign up for an 
account, visit www.ExactMD.com.  
 
ABOUT ACCULENT, INC. 
Acculent, Inc. is an innovative staffing company based in Frisco, Texas and the founding company of ExactMD.com.  Acculent, Inc. 
is focused on providing innovative and intuitive solutions for professionals and hiring agencies through the use of technology. Follow 
ExactMD.com on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.  
  
 


